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We did this

CARRO DELLA BRUNA

Carro della Bruna (Matera)
         by ARD
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Ard F.lli Raccanello SpA has spon-
sored many cultural, artistic and 
social initiatives over the years and 
the “Carro della Bruna” (Matera) is 
a splendid example. This year 
Ard’s products were employed to 
decorate the “Carro della Bruna” 
which carries the “Madonna della 
Bruna” during the procession held 
every year on 2 July. 

The scenario is Matera, a town 
with a solid historical background 
and strong sense of territorial 
belonging.

Papier mache
experts present a mock
project to the examining

board (Festa della Bruna &
Curia).
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IL CARRO TRIONFALE DELLA BRUNA 
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The evocative context creates a 
particular atmosphere amongst 
the inhabitants during the build-up 
to the event.  Like many long 
standing traditions the procession 
in Matera constitutes a spectacular 
synthesis of religious ceremony 
and folklore which evolves round 
the construction and destruction of 
the “Carro delle Bruna”. 

The ceremony consists in 
“carrying” the “Madonna della 
Bruna” during the procession. The 
“carro” (cart) is then destroyed by 
the “Materani” (habitants of

Matera) who try to obtain a piece 
as a keepsake.

Andrea Sansone & the “Carro 
della Bruna 2013”
The “Carro della Bruna” is defini-
tely the protagonist of the celebra-
tion; a splendid example of fine 
craftsmanship where papier 
mache, colours & decorations 
mingle to create a masterpiece.  
This year Andrea Sansone, was 
assigned with the “challenge” of  
representing the theme chosen by 
the Matera – Irsina diocese: The 
Second Vatican Council – an 
event for The Church & World.

What did working on the “Carro 
della Bruna” mean to you?
As I am from Matera working on 
the carro represented two impor-
tant aspects “artistic & personal”. I 
employed the artistical know-how 
acquired over the years to express 
the important meaning behind the 
work of art  and was overwhelmed

to be personally involved in the 
Festa della Bruna which is consi-
dered a fundamental “appoin-
tment” for the inhabitants and 
religious community.  My desire 
was to express the concept of 
beauty necessary to bring men 
closer to God. 

Papier mache experts present a mock 
project to the examining board (Festa 
della Bruna & Curia).
Each project is based on a theme from the 
Bible.

The carro (cart) is built in a specific 
laboratory called “Fabbrica del Carro”.
Artisans, carpenters & papier mache 
experts work together as a team; the 
former work on the carro’s frame  (which 
is always the same) while the latter 
construct the statues etc.

The statue of the “Madonna della Bruna” 
is positioned on the carro; the procession 
follows a circular route round the 
cathedral (this practice implies that the 
Patron Saint -Madonna della Bruna- 
protects the town) and then the statue of 
the Madonna is taken inside the cathedral.

The Madonna is positioned on a tower 
dedicated to the carpenters in recognition 
of the outstanding  work involved in 
building the frame.     
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and symbols belonging to 
religious associations. Two 
statues of St. Paul & St. Peter 
were positioned at the back of the 
tower.

Planning must have been in two 
stages artistic & conceptual…
Absolutely, the theme assigned 
must be examined and interpre-
ted: the result is the artistic 
project. A shot in the right direc-
tion is extremely stimulating for an 
artist like me.

Which artistic secrets were 
employed to enhance the beauty 
of the carro?
The carro “hosted” 10 (160 cm 
tall) statues, portraits, little 
angels, decorations, painting & 
frames all of which were created 
using traditional techniques & a 
personal touch! I preferred sculp-
tures (a particular paper from 
Venice was employed)  to papier 
mache forms; the Angels wings 
(120 cm high) were in papier 
mache; the frames and decora-
tions were a mixture of  reinforced 
clay; gold leaf instead of gold 
enamel enhanced the paintings. I 
utilized transparent coloured cels 
to form a capstone behind the 
Madonna della Bruna to symboli-
ze the Holy Spirit.

Every minor detail was funda-
mental; we redid the hand of a 
little angel simply because it was 
in the wrong position; all the 
statues wore shoes (made of 
papier mache), wedding rings and 
the Ring of the Fisherman. 

How did you design your Carro?
Respecting antique traditions. 
The carro was positioned on the 
same base which has been used 
for years together with papier 
mache panels finely decorated at 
different levels. The work of art is 
composed of two side towers and 
a scene in the middle. Smoothed 
Bologna plaster, acrylic colours, 
water enamels and gold leaf were 
employed. 
The front tower represents St. 
Peter’s dome and a painting of the 
Council, Councillors and Popes. I 
then added four large books in 
papier mache (which represent 
the four constitutions). I applied a 
picture and reference of my colla-
borators in each book so they 
could be easily identified.
The statues in the middle repre-
sent Paolo VI, a priest and a 
family.

The Madonna della Bruna is 
positioned on the rear tower toge-
ther with the Apostolic Creed, Our 
Lady, the concept of  the “Church”

I consider myself an “artisan” ...a qualified artisan! 
Andrea was born in Matera on 26 February, 1973. He moved to Monza when he was 19 to go to 
the “Comics School” and work in a laboratory, in Milan, specialized in restorations. He has 
worked on the most prestigious “ceilings”(Palazzo Borromeo - Milan, Villa Borromeo - Solaro ) 
not to mention the renowned Galleria degli Uffizi, Palazzo Pitti & Musei Vaticani.

In 1999 he founded the “Laboratorio dei Sogni”.  He has collaborated with many “colour 
companies” and has acquired state-of-the-art techniques

In 2010 he organized a personal art exhibition of religious works and in 2011 he assisted 
Michelangelo Pentasuglia in creating the “Carro della Bruna”.
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ANDREA SANSONE and his… FACCE DA CARRO!

What about the paints & 
colours?
Once again, I relied on my perso-
nal experience and the products I 
have already used. I required 
products with specific features 
(covering power, surface adhe-
sion, resistance to atmospheric 
agents) which would also guaran-
tee the finest finishes.

What about timing & planning?
“Team-work” was the key to 
success. I chose my collaborators 
from a group of skilled & enthusia-
stic youngsters and together we 
invented the name “Facce del 
Carro”. Our “thrilling challenge” 
began with the other 
carpenters/craftsman at the 
beginning of February and was 
completed by the end of June.

And…you weren’t upset to see 
it pulled to bits?
No…honestly; actually I invited 

whoever wanted to “join in” to visit 
my laboratory so they could 
dismantle the statues without 
damaging them. Believe me 
having realized the “Carro”, with 
such skilled & enthusiastic colla-
borators has been a great honour!

What aspects of this experien-
ce will you recall?
An unforgettable experience  
…whether from a 
personal/professional point of 

Adrea is a very “peculiar” artisan. He says that all his collaborators 
have “art in their veins” and treasure traditional customs. He chose 
each of them according to his feelings  -empathy- and couldn’t have 
done better! Their names are: Francesca Cascione, Giuseppe Di 
Cuia, Annalisa Di Gioia, Giuseppe Mininno, Elena Mirimao, Uccio 
Santochirico & Alessandro Santomassimo.

Andrea believes in “team work” in fact  the “Facce Da Carro” are 
an example of all round expertise.

view. It’s like a “dream come true” 
obviously because I was born 
here. I was lucky to collaborate 
with wonderful people who put 
their “heart” into everything they 
did. By the way. I’m going to parti-
cipate in next year’s Festa della 
Bruna!.

The right products to guarantee 
a spectacular “Carro della 
Bruna”
Ard’s distributor Giuliano dell’Orto 
owner of Colorificio Colora 
(Cologna Monzese) supplied part 
of  the products required.
We asked Giuliano which products 
he chose.
Sansone required specific paints 
for papier mache & bright colours 
to enhance the statues and the 
base. I opted for Idropaint, it offers 
an excellent brushability, covering 
power and remarkable outdoor 
resistance. Sansone chose his 
refined  “clayish” colours from the 
colour show cards ……an excel-
lent choice for statues, decorations 
etc. Idropaint & some colorants 
were employed for several 
paintings including “The Second 
Vatican Council” an outstanding 
painting which was completed in 
Sansone’s laboratory in Monza 
and then positioned on the “Carro”. 
Tema (seta & luce) were also very 
popular, it offers a full film, cove-
ring power and effort free applica-
tion.  This product was employed 
to create the mock “marble” and 
the eyes of the statues which were 
impressive!


